
The 7th edition of GPCA’s Leaders of Tomorrow powered by 
SABIC took place on day zero of the 10th GPCA Supply Chain 
Conference at the InterContinental Hotel in Festival City. The 
seminar was comprised of students and academia across the 
supply chain, engineering and wider fields of study from across 
the GCC. The seminar was kicked off in the morning of 8 May 
by GPCA Secretary General Dr. Abdulwahab Al Sadoun who 
gave the students an overview on Leaders of Tomorrow and 
its future direction in addition to a quick brief on the state of 
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“This was a very interesting and beneficial 
experience for me. We met various experts on 
supply chain and it was a great opportunity to 
explore the industry from a global standpoint.”

Talal Khaled Al Hajery, Student, Yanbu University

“I learnt many new things from this conference 
about supply chain and its challenges but also 
met with new people from different parts of the 
world which made my experience worthwhile.”

Abdullah Al Yahya, Student, Yanbu University

the supply chain industry in the GCC. This introduction was 
followed by a presentation on connecting the Middle East to 
the world via the supply chain by Dr. Wolfgang Hoppman, 
CEO of Schmidt Logistics Middle East. Saleh Al Suwaiti, 
GM Procurement Center of Excellence at TASNEE then took 
students through drivers for supply chain improvement and a 
case study. 
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“I encourage other students to join Leaders 
of Tomorrow and take advantage of this 
opportunity. And I would like to thank the 
speakers for sharing their knowledge and 
experience with us.”

Rawan Ali Al Amri, Student, Yanbu University

To conclude the presentations, Yusra Al Zaher, a nominee for the Ibtikar 
category of the GPCA Supply Chain Awards, presented the students 
with her project on supply chain that led to her being shortlisted for the 
awards. Presentations were followed by an interactive session, designed 
and facilitated by Saleh Al Suwaiti, where students were given case studies 
on stakeholder management and customer clustering and worked on 
developing their findings as groups. They were then requested to present 
their conclusions to the attendees on stage. To conclude the program, 
attendees were taken on a field trip and site visit to the RSA-TALKE facility 
and ChemHub in Jebel Ali Freezone on a tour and explanation of the supply 
chain workings at TALKE.

Leaders of Tomorrow highlights

Æ https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=w18KZKF-bxs&feature=youtu.be
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